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Abstract: This work presents the effects that ambient temperature causes on the SL900A sensor 
tag’s current consumption. Temperature conditions inside a metallic tray, transporting ready meal 
for the service food industry, are replicated through a climatic chamber whereas the current 
consumption is measured using a DC power analyser. Both active and data logging modes of 
operation have been used and the correlation between their current consumption and the 
temperature variation has been analysed. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the sector of catering services has increased the number of contracts up to 33% 
of firms or collective organizations in the EU. This represents an annual turnover of about 24 billion 
euro from educational institutions, healthcare and social sectors, prisons and private companies [1]. 
However, large economic losses appear every year at each stage of the food value chain [2–7]. In 
particular, Beretta et al. have pointed out that the 12.5% of the losses in the food service industry are 
avoidable whereas 1% might be catalogued as possible avoidable losses and the 4.5% are simply not 
avoidable [8]. Such avoidable losses cannot be accepted and entities such as the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and the European Parliament (EP) have 
already launched several policies and initiatives [9,10]. 

Following to these efforts, temperature control has come up as a key factor in the distribution 
sector of the whole food supply chain. As a counterpart, food distribution groups frozen, fresh and 
even cooked food so the temperature monitoring system has to face different scenarios with unalike 
ambient temperature.  

This variety of scenarios affects on the consumption of the electronics. In most of the electronics’ 
datasheet, power consumption values are given for an ambient temperature of 25 °C, which differs 
from the conditions of interest. As P.A. Lee pointed out [11], among others, conductivity varies 
together with the temperature. Whereas the conductivity at zero temperature would vanish, it rises 
together with the temperature, so an analysis on this effect to anticipate system autonomy issues is 
recommended. The scope of this work is to focus on the effect of the temperature in the ranges that 
concerns the ready meal delivery services. 

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 details the data logging system that is going to 
be tested. Section 3 describes the scenario conditions where the experiment is carried out. Section 4 
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details the experimental setup, both the configuration of the data logger and the equipment used. 
Finally, section 5 draws results and main conclusions. 

2. Data Logging System 

The selected chip is the SL900A from AMS [12]. Although it is capable of operate in fully 
passive mode, it also operates in semi-passive mode (battery-assisted passive) which makes it ideal 
for data logging applications. In the case of the battery-assisted passive mode, both 1.5V and 3V 
power sources are accepted by the chip making the system versatile versus the constraints that can 
appear during a complete system design. 

Regarding the monitoring, it offers the possibility of connecting a vast variety of external 
sensors and up to two at the same time, apart from the already built in internal temperature sensor. 
Pressure, humidity, color, light and any other resistive sensors can be used, after considering the 
constraint imposed by the chip that all sensors must be analog.  

The datasheet provided by the manufacturer details the typical current consumption in each 
mode of operation. In Table 1, the operating modes used in this experiment will be detailed. In 
section 5, the current consumption values measured will be compared and contrasted with the 
provided ones. 

Table 1. Modes of operation. 

Mode Description Current 
Consumption (Typ.) 

Active • Real Time Clock (RTC) running 
• Sensor standby 
 

2 µA 

Logging • Sensor reading (on-chip temperature sensor, 
battery voltage level and/or external sensor) 

• Measured data stored in EEPROM 
• RTC time stored in EEPROM 

180 µA 

3. Scenario Conditions 

As it was pointed out, the scenario of interest concerns the ready meal delivery services. Food 
industry services cater cooked food in metallic trays like the shown in Figure 1, making possible to 
deliver it within the required temperature ranges. 

 

Figure 1. Metallic tray used in food industry services. 

Following to the regulations, food should be above 60 °C since it is cooked until delivered, as 
bacteria grow more rapidly below that temperature [13]. In order to have a detailed behaviour of the 
chip, it takes a measurement every minute for a total time that can vary between 4 h and 6 h. 

4. Experimental setup 

The purpose of this experiment is to measure the current consumption of the SL900A sensor tag 
while the temperature conditions present inside a food tray are replicated. Particularly, it has been 
used the SL900A evaluation board shown in Figure 2. The temperature range for the experiment is 
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assumed to be from 25 °C to 90 °C, as it is considered that the data logging would start running at 
that low temperature and might reach that high temperature during specific processes. 

 

Figure 2. SL900A evaluation board. 

Regarding the described scenario conditions, the SL900A sensor tag should be set up toward 
acquire temperature information in the appropriate range and resolution. For this purpose, the 
corresponding values of the reference voltages Vo1 and Vo2 are selected, together with the sampling 
frequency. 

Apart from the indicated sensor tag, the equipment required to carry out the experiment is the 
following: 

• Climatic chamber. The model used is the Excal 5424-HE from the manufacturer Climats & 
Sapratin. It allows performing tests from−80 °C to +200°C with rates from 2° to 20 °C/min, 
which makes it ideal for the pretended experiment [14]. 

• DC Power Analyser. The module used is the N6781A SMU for battery drain analysis together 
with the N6705B device from Keysight Technologies [15,16]. This module’s resolution is up to  
8 nA which supports this experiment, as the resolution is a key parameter. 

• External temperature sensor. A commercial standard ceramic Pt-100 was used. 

The comparison between Pt-100 and internal sensor measurements is showed in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Temperature measurement comparison between SL900A internal sensor and PT100 sensor. 

5. Results and conclusions 

The current consumption of the sensor tag for a 7 h running time is shown in Figure 4. It can be 
distinguished the peaks of current consumption when each measurement is made and recorded, 
every minute, and the current consumption in active mode, when the sensor is on stand-by and only 
the RTC is running. Furthermore, both modes’ current consumption are higher than the indicated 
ones at the datasheet and showed in Table 1. 
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Figure 4. Current consumption of the SL900A sensor tag. 

However, an important variation on the current consumption is recorded over the time, which 
corresponds with the rise and fall of the temperature inside the climatic chamber. 

The current consumption of both working modes are separated in Figures 5 and 6, where are 
represented over temperature. 

During the active mode, the current consumption experiences an increase up to 45%, from  
5.5 µA to 8 µA, when temperature is 90°C. 

 

Figure 5. Effects of the temperature over current consumption in active mode. 

However, data logging mode’s current consumption increases from 295 µA to 310 µA, which 
only makes a 5% increment 
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Figure 6. Effects of the temperature over current consumption in data logging mode. 

This confirms the impact of the temperature over the sensor tag’s current consumption, which 
should be taken into account when the autonomy of the system is estimated. 

Moreover, the current consumption increment during the active mode, which corresponds to 
the 99.9% of the running time of the system, has to be watched over closely and could be a bottleneck 
for long term applications in hot temperature environments. 
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